
 

                    Coloring Shapes 

  Color the shapes: 

Color the squares green, color the circles blue, color the diamonds yellow 

and color the stars brown. 
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  Color the shapes: 

Color the squares green, color the circles blue, color the diamonds yellow 

and color the stars brown. 
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  Color the shapes: 

Color the rectangles blue, color the triangles green, color the ovals yellow 

and color the hearts brown. 
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  Color the shapes: 

Color the rectangles blue, color the triangles green, color the ovals yellow 

and color the hearts brown. 
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  Color the shapes: 

Color the rectangles yellow, color the squares brown, color the triangles 

green and color the circles blue. 
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  Color the shapes: 

Color the rectangles yellow, color the squares brown, color the triangles 

green and color the circles blue. 
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  Color the shapes: 

Color the parallelogram yellow, color the trapezoid brown, color the 

pentagon green and color the hexagon blue. 
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  Color the shapes: 

Color the parallelogram yellow, color the trapezoid brown, color the 

pentagon green and color the hexagon blue. 

 

 

Name: ___________________________________                                                   Score: _________________ 
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  Color the quadrilaterals: 

                 

Color the squares pink, color the rectangles green, color the diamonds      

yellow, color the parallelograms blue, color the trapezoids red and color the 

kites brown . 
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  Color the quadrilaterals: 

                 

   Answer key 

Color the squares pink, color the rectangles green, color the diamonds      

yellow, color the parallelograms blue, color the trapezoids red and color the 

kites brown . 
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Color the polygons: 

Color the triangles orange, color the squares pink, color the pentagons 

blue, color the hexagons brown, color the heptagons green, color the    

octagons purple, color the decagons yellow and color the dodecagons red. 
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Color the polygons: 

Color the triangles orange, color the squares pink, color the pentagons 

blue, color the hexagons brown, color the heptagons green, color the    

octagons purple, color the decagons yellow and color the dodecagons red. 
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